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“It takes but one person, one moment, one conviction to start a ripple of change”.

What we are, what we do.

The latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report shows that climate chaos is already a reality for much of the
global south, with floods, droughts and extreme weather rapidly increasing in vulnerable regions.
Some losses are already irreversible.
Between 25% and 75% of the world could be exposed to ‘life-threatening climatic conditions’ due to extreme heat and humidity
by 2100. Before that, many will be at risk of displacement, food shortages and water insecurity.
The Report is also a call to action. The final sentence says there is a ‘brief and rapidly closing window to secure a liveable
future’, only achievable through ‘concerted global action’.
In January 2019 Kirklees Council, in line with other local authorities, declared a Climate Emergency. On 1st May 2019, MPs
approved a motion to declare an environment and climate emergency. Denby Dale Parish Council (DDPC) believes that we all
can, and indeed must, start to take responsibility for securing our children’s, and their children’s, futures on Planet Earth. It
therefore also declared a climate emergency and created a Climate Emergency Working Group (CEWG) with no political agenda,
its sole aim being to further action locally to address climate breakdown. We started with a membership of Parish and Kirklees
councillors and our Countryside Officer. Our initial agenda, such as plans for community events to share and gather ideas was, as
with many other things, affected by the Covid pandemic, with meetings moving to remote platforms and plans put on hold.
What the pandemic has shown is the amazing resilience, energy and compassion that we have across our communities. For once
the phrase ‘we’re all in this together’ is a reality because climate breakdown will eventually have an impact on all our lives and
future families. Children and grandchildren will inherit the Earth that we leave them.
Listening to young people, their messages are clear and are best summarised as ACT NOW!
We had to rethink. Whilst working together with our communities remains our ethos, we needed to progress plans into actions.
These included encouraging biodiversity through wildflower planting, tree planting and planting a community orchard in
Skelmanthorpe. CEWG also proposed that DDPC support the existing Eco-schools project by making additional targeted grants
available to all our local schools to support their achieving Eco-school status. We now have a simplified Action Plan that still
requires development but emphasises:
Raising Awareness; Promoting Action; Enabling Change.
Later this year CEWG will try to reach all sections of our community to ask the question:
The Climate Emergency is
“What can we all do here in our villages to combat climate breakdown in our corner
just that, an emergency,
of our increasingly fragile world”. Some small – low or no cost - steps could be:
so, as a community let’s
• improving air quality by joining a walk to school campaign;
rise to arguably the
greatest challenge most of
• reducing single use plastic waste by finding alternatives;
us will ever know.
• being more thorough with your recycling;
• growing more of your own food;
• helping to run a repair & recycle or a clothes swap event.
VALENTINE’S DAY was celebrated in Denby Dale
Community Library with a variety of
Green Hearts to show our love for the
environment. Making green hearts is
part of a national campaign to take
action to combat Climate Change,
promoted by the W.I. and the Climate
Coalition. Members of the Craft Group
and library users enjoyed using their
skills to
make
embroidered, felt, knitted &
crocheted hearts. Others left
messages of what they
thought important to protect
our local environment,
including better public
transport, the importance of
trees and tackling litter.
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What could YOU do?
YOU could check your eco-footprint to measure
your personal progress to a more sustainable
future at www.ecological footprint.com
YOU could alter your driving habits (see next
page): A large chunk of carbon footprint is caused
by transport (27% in 2019) with around half of this
attributable to private journeys1
YOUR school could join ‘Plastic Clever Schools’ at
plasticcleverschools.co.uk
YOU could commit to six shifts to protect our
Earth. See: takethejump.org
YOUR business could stop using plastic bags
YOUR community could sign up to Plastic Free
Commmunities at plasticfree.org.uk

Source: 1 Transport and Environment Statistics 2021 (gov.uk)

To contact the Parish Council, email clerk@denbydale.com or phone the Clerk on 01484 861239. Office hours: Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday. For visitor information see www.denbydale-kirkburton.org.uk For local history see www.denbydalekirkburtonarchives.co.uk.

Eco Schools Project

Soon after it was
established, the CEWG
elected to support all 12
schools in the parish to
achieve Eco-School status.
Climate change will affect
the future of today’s young people so engaging them is key.
Eco-Schools is the ideal method for lowering a school’s
Eco/Carbon footprint, the reward being the achievement of
the internationally recognised Green Flag, awarded by
Keep Britain Tidy in England.
The school choose to pursue various environmentally
themed ‘topics’ after completion of an environmental
review, led by a pupil Eco-Committee. For example, our
schools have so far chosen School Grounds, Biodiversity,
Waste and Recycling, Litter, Energy, Transport, Water,
‘Marine’ and Healthy Living.
Schools are supported through the process by time the
Countryside Officer and a parish fund, to the tune of £1000
per year, to help them carry out their Action Plan and
hopefully achieve the award.
First to achieve Green Flag status locally was St Aidan’s,
but all are striving for it, including Scissett Middle School
and Shelley College Academy. There is a plan to hold an
event in summer where all schools will be given the
opportunity to share their work and
support each other.
Last summer all schools were invited to
take part in a poster competition to
coincide with International Plastic BagFree Day on July 3rd. The winner was
Emley First School, you may have seen
the poster around the village.
David Wilde, Countryside Officer
countryside@denbydale.com 07939 446581

Driving. Little changes can make a big difference.
Reduce your carbon footprint with five small changes:
• Slow down. Fuel consumption and efficiency figures are all
based on a rolling road at a constant speed (generally 56
mph). The Department of Transport (DoT)1 says driving at
70mph uses 14% more fuel than driving at 60mph. To
drive efficiently, slow down – avoid acceleration and
deceleration as much as possible and change gear to
minimise rpm: higher gears are more fuel efficient.
• Avoid short trips. Astonishingly, 65% of journeys by car or
van in 2019 were under two miles, many of them under a
mile2. For the first five minutes of a journey emissions are
around 60% higher. In cold weather this is even worse, so
always clear snow and ice from windows before starting
the engine. An idling vehicle is a waste of fuel, a source of
GHGs, and illegal under the 1988 Road Traffic Act.
• Lighten the load. Remove excess weight, such as luggage,
those bags of compost you bought, that sack of rubbish
heading for the tip… Also anything that affects the
aerodynamics e.g. bike or luggage racks when not needed.
• Avoid using the AC. Come on, this is the UK, when did you
ever need AC? It increases fuel consumption by between
5% and a whopping 25% in older vehicles. Open a window!
• Consider alternatives. Could you walk? Cycle? Take a bus?
Share a car with a neighbour or friend?
Or one BIG change.
An electric vehicle (EV). Whilst carbon calculations must
include manufacturing costs, in particular battery production
and disposal, EVs do bring benefits. A typical journey of
around six miles, say Clayton West to Ingbirchworth, via
Denby Dale3 would produce up to 1.7 KGCO24, but could, in
an electrical vehicle, produce as little as 0.5 including
generation and transmission of electricity.
1 Transport and Environment Statistics 2021 (gov.uk) 2 Statistical Data Set DoT 2019
(gov.uk) 3 Adapted from ‘Croydon to Wimbledon’ T&E Statistics 2021 (gov.uk) 4.
Kilograms of CO2 emissions per passenger based on occupancy average of 1.6.

Grow Refill Store – What one business is doing for the Climate Emergency.
Over the last couple of decades our shopping habits have changed; as smaller retailers and independent outlets have closed,
many of us have given up our weekly trip to the greengrocer in favour of a Big Shop at one of the larger supermarket chains.
This has led to a boom in demand for single use plastic packaging and an increase in production of epidemic proportions.
At Grow Refill Store our Big Idea is a little less convenience and a lot less plastic packaging. We encourage customers to bring
their own containers to fill – but also have lots of paper bags available that can be reused, recycled or composted. We sell
wholefood, plant-based store cupboard staples (from pasta and rice to spices and cereals), eco-friendly homewares and
personal care items (such as coconut scourers and bamboo cotton buds) and cleaning and personal care liquid refills that are
free from hazardous chemicals such as parabens. Five parabens have already been banned from inclusion in cosmetics by the
EU, but this legislation does not extend to cleaning products – their link to hormone disruption and cancers is well
documented. Many cleaning products still include parabens but manufacturers are not obliged to print a full ingredient list.1
Unfortunately our understanding of the climate crisis is slow to filter through to our shopping habits where convenience and
advertising reign supreme. Globally the demand for single use plastic is growing – by 2025 the amount of plastic being
produced annually is expected to be 40 % higher than in 2015, and 40% of that is for single use packaging.2
At Grow Refill Store our primary focus is eliminating the need for plastic packaging – at every stage of their production and
lifecycle, plastics contribute to the climate crisis. Producing plastics has a very large carbon footprint as they are made from
fossil fuels, and plastics release greenhouse gases as they break down. We also know that plastics do not decompose, but
rather breakdown into microplastics that enter our water sources and food chain.
Worryingly, every piece of plastic that has ever been made still exists.3 (Apart from the small amount that is incinerated.)
By shopping at Grow Refill Store, and by supporting other independent eco retailers, you can drastically reduce your carbon
footprint and impact on the environment just by refilling your containers instead of buying in plastic
packets. You can also buy as much or as little as you fancy, which can help to minimise food waste.
How is YOUR
business helping?
We are keen to encourage slow shopping instead of fast shopping, mindful shopping instead of being
Tell us in a future
bombarded with advertising – less packaging waste, less food waste. Less really is more.
newsletter!
1 moralfibres.co.uk; 2 Centre for International Environmental Law, www.ciel.org 3 www.earthday.org

